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Abstract - This paper presents some experiments 

regarding applications developinent OD high 

performance media processors încluded in Philips 

Nexperia Family. The PNX1302 dedicated OVB-T kit 

used has some limitations. Cur work succeeded to 

overcome these limitations and to make possible a 

general'purpose use of this kit For exemplifîcation some 

typical applications, important both for multimedia and 

DVB are anaiyzed: MPEG2 video stream decoding and 

MF3 audio decoding being the most popular. These 

original implementatîons are compared (in $peed« 

memory requirements, and costs) with Philips Nexperia 

Library. 
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l. INTRODUCTION 

Modern multimedia embedded applications is present 

in different fonTis in our life. DVB set-top boxes, 

D V D players, satellite receivers are few cxamplcs o f 

these kind ot well-known products. 

Implementing embedded multimedia applications is 

possible only by using high performance processors. 

Using general PC based platforms for development is 

possible, bul the goals to achieve lowest cost, lowest-

consumption products are possible only by using so 

called "Media Processors". 

Such processors are presenl in the offer o f many large 

semiconductor companies. Some examples are given 

i n[ l l , [2]. 

Philips, a recognized pioneer in video-audio 

technology is involved in development o f a high-

performance, lo»v-cosl media processors, Nexperia 

PNX1300 Series which delivers up lo 200 MHz of 

power 10 a variety o f multimedia applications. 

PNX1300 Series processors achieve over seven 

biliion operations per second in applications requiring 

reai-time proccssing of video, audio, graphics, and 

conrununications datastreams. 

PNX1300 processors are ideal building biocks for 

devices rei^uired to process several types of 

mullimedia datastreaiits simultaneousiy, including the 

latest standards such os MPEG-4, MPEG-2, H.263, 

MP3. and Dolby Digital. With ample computaţional 

power available lo capture, compress, and decompress 

many video and audio data formats in real time, 

PNX1300S are well suited for a broad range o f 

applications such as Internet appliances, Web-cams, 

smart display pads, video and screen phones, PVR, 

videoconferencing, video editing, video security, 

Internet radios, DVD , wireless LAN, and digital TV 

sets and set-top boxes. They also support applications 

in a JavaTM virtual machine environment. 

Supported by the comprehensive TriMediaTM SDE 

software development environment, PNX1300s are 

comparable in easc o f programmability to generai-

purpose processors. The SDE enables multimedia 

appiication development entirely in the C and C-h-
languages. 

Our work was intended to make an exploration o f the 

Trimedia (Nexperia) and integrate this technology 

into a general multimedia system development. Our 

previous work in D V B technology was rather 

theoretical [3], [4], and this occasion, lo use a high 

performance processor has offered the opportunity to 

start real-time embedded multimedia 

implementations. 

II. DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM-DESCRIPTION 

The system used for present development was initially 

designed for slraight DVB-T applications. 

The block diagram is presented in fig.I. 

Fig I Block diagram of ihe DVB-T Ncxpena board 
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Few details regarding this block schematic. 

. ProcessorPNX1302 

offers data processing capabilities 

Tuner 

RF processing o f incoming TV signal 

re-encodes the audio/video information into RJF 

channel 

. Channel decoder (TDA10046) 

C O F D M demodulation 

outputs TS (Transport Stream) to Nexperia 

CI Connector (Common Interface) 

- Links the receiver module with CI (Condiţional 

Access) module 

- Transmits a scrambled signal and receives the 

descrambled signal 

5. Video encoder 

- transforms video output stream (VO) o f PNX1302 in 

CVBS P A L / S E C A M m i S C 

- video data transfer is performed using ITU656 

standard 

6. Audio encoder 

- Converts audio I2S in analog audio 

7. PCI Slot 

- standard PCI interface -used to add (interface) o f 

compatible devices 

8. Flash memory 

- stores the executable program 

9. R A M memory 

- temporary stores data and settings 

10. MS (Micro Stick) interface 

- used to store data (removable peripheral) 

11. Keyboard Interface 

- used to read local keys 

12. JTAG interface 

- used in debugging processes 

Most o f the components are common for a 

microprocessor system. The core is the Nexperia 

processor with features adapted to real-time 

processing o f audio-video data. 

AII TriMedia (Nexperia) processors consist o f an 

internai 32-bit h i^-speed data bus, which is 

connected to externai S D R A M . Attached to this 

highway are chip internai D M A interface blocks, the 

V L I W CPU, and coprocessor blocks. 

A heavily simplified diagram is presented in Fig.2 [5]. 

III. S O F T W A R E D E V E L O P M E N T FN N E X P E R I A 

E N V I R O N M E N T 

A professional application is constructed within the 

framevvork of software architecture optimized for 

streaming multimedia data. This framework allows 

software modules to be developed independently 

because it clearly defmes the interface between these 

components. A programmer can easily integrate 

diverse modules as they connect in a common way. 

This software architecture is known as the TriMedia 

Streaming Software Architecture (TSSA) [6]. Several 

dozen TSSA components are now available, and they 

are used extensively in the design o f the complete 

product. TSSA uses a data driven design. The RTOS 

provides a foundation that allows the system to be 

factored into independent tasks that communicate 

using queues and semaphores. A given task will sleep 

until data is available, process the data, send it along, 

and sleep again. 

The architecture o f a TSSA application is given in 

Fig.2. [5] 

The priority-based scheduler o f the RTOS kemel 

handles scheduling. Priorities are generally set using a 

rate-monotonic rule. A priority-based scheduler is 

chosen over a deadline scheduler because o f its 

predictable behavior in overloaded conditions. High 

priority tasks continue to meet their deadiines, while 

low priority tasks are deferred. 

TSSA has several features. Some may be useful for a 

given application, some may not. TSSA brings in all 

aspects o f the TriMedia software architecture. It 

describes a method o f constructing and connecting 

autonomous, task-based components that 

stream data between them. 

TSSA provides a framework for components, whether 

streaming or not, that includes: 

- A standard Application Programmer Interface (API) 

- Common data formats (as defmed in header files 

that are contained on the CD ) 

Fig.2. Block diagrain of ihe Nexperia processor 

Unfortunately this way to develop applications 

depends of libraries delivered by Philips and third 

parties. For educaţional purposes an application could 

be developed in more traditional way in C or C++, 

without a streaming architecture. 

Software support for Nexperia family has a main 

component l ADK (Integrated Advanced Development 
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kit). l ADK contains the libraries o f all the 

components needed in applications and the N D K 

(Nexperia Development Kit). We had also sotUvare 

support for the stand-alone systems (SAS). 

The environment has the foilowing folders: 

-audio: the libraries for the audio software 

components like Audio Digitizer, Audio Renderer or 

MP3 Decoder. 

-video: libraries for the video components like Video 

Digitizer, Video Renderer, Mpeg decoder etc. 

-tssa: libraries for some components that make some 

actions like File Reader or Copy 10 

-mdm: libraries for Transport Stream Demux and 

Programme Stream Demux components 

-net :libraries for HTTP network communication 

support and for RPC sockets 

-build: the directory where v/t built components file 

libraries and the applications for our board. 

-sas: contains the SAS environment support. 

IV. RESULTS 

The development system was used to test some 

original applications useful in laboratory works and 

demonstrations. Most applications avoid the copyright 

problems using original implementations for 

algorithms and code sequences. This was a 

requirement o f the project, making the applications 

independent of lADK , which costs about 10.000$ for 

the smallest confîguration. It is necessar)' to have only 

NDK , which has an affordable cost. 

Here are some o f the applications and brief results of 

tests. 

1.PCM Player: this application plays PCM files 

(*.pcm), which contain audio PCM sequences 

Characteristics: 

program was tested 

using non-streaming architecture 

has a video interface, coming from Y U V files 

limitation given by the RAMDISK size 

compiled with nohost option for our board 

2 .YUV Player: this application displays images that 

are read from the .y, .u and .v files 

Characteristics: 

program was tested on DVB -T board and works 

according to specifications 

using non-streaming architecture 

no niemory limitation 

compiled with nohost option for our board 

3.MP3 Player: this application plays mp3 files up to 

128kb bitrate 

Characteristics: 

program was tested on DVB-T board 

doesn't works in real time(for the moment) 

limitation given by the RAMD ISK size 

compiled with nohost option for our board 

4 .AAC decoder/player: this application decodes and 

plays the encoded A A C files 

Characteristics: 

program was tested on Phil ips_ATVl board 

using non-streaming architecture 

limitation given by R A M D I S K size 

doesn't work in real time(at this moment) 

compiled with nohost option for our board 

5.AAC encoder :this application encodes .wav and 

.pcm files to A A C format 

Characteristics: 

program was tested on Phil ips_ATVl and works 

satisfactory 

is using non-streaming architecture 

compiled with nohost option for our board 

6.AVI decoder :this application decodes 

uncompressed AVI files and displays the images 

Characteristics: 

program was tested on Trimedia Zapper board 

uses non-streaming architecture 

limitation given by R A M D I S K size 

the program works fine for the small AVFs 

compiled with nohost option for our board 

7.MPEG-2 video decoder: this application implements 

the MPEG-2 decoding algorithm (IDCT, Huffman, 

etc) and displays the images 

Characteristics: 

program was tested on Phil ips_ATVl board and 

it works 

almost reaches real-time(93-95%) 

using non-streaming architecture 

compiled with no-host option for our board 

S.Image processing: some standard operations like 

binarization, edge detection were implemented over a 

picture. 

Every application has a complex structure, and a 

thoroughiy implementation. For exemplification we 

are presenting some details of the MP3 encoder 

implementation. 

F»g 4 Block diagram of the MP3 cncoder 

This simple diagram (fig.4), extracted from MPEG 

standard [7] results in a lot o f tables and associated 

files, and presenting them is far beyond the space 

allocated for this article. 
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The source files for the encoder have at least 4000 

program lines (including tables). 

After compilation this results in an .out file of about 

10MB. This couid look a large file, but the file 

includes the source file (MP3), the input and output 

buffers. This is a small amount of the RAM available 

(32MB) in the DVB-T system used in our 

experiments. 

V. CONCLUSION A N D FUTURE W O R K 

Our activit)' brought us the following achievements: 

1. Extended work with the compiler and with other 

Trimedia tools; 

2. Unterstanding how makefiles work; 

3. Creating the executables (*.out) for some specific 

applications; 

4. Simulating those executable files with tmsim ; 

5. Building the support for all given platforms: 

Foxbox (ATV), DVE, Trimedia Zapper; 

6.Generating the library files (•.a) for all the software 

Trimedia components that came with the two support 

CD's. 

Using low level and complexity software tools offers 

the possibility to obtain results comparable with the 

TSSA architecture, in small applications or 

educaţional environments. 

Obviously, the total efficiency is lower than a 

professional application, using libraries optimized 

many times, but for most applications efficiency is 

less important than simplicity and affordability. 

Future work will be concentrated on program 

optimization, and extension of the application base. 

For the moment the goal remains educaţional 

application development, but some applications could 

be ported on embedded processors from Nexperia 

Family (PNX85xx series) for commercial usage. 
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